Marquette University Social Justice Teach-In
Olin Engineering Building

Saturday, September 30

11-12: Gathering and lunch

12-12:50: **Irfan Omar**—“Islam and Nonviolence: Are They Compatible?”
**Rebecca Coffee**—“Perspectives on the Death Penalty: Wrong for Wisconsin”

12-1:20: **Zachary Johnson**—“Peace In, Peace Out: A Brief History Of The Use Of Vipassana Meditation In Rehabilitating Criminal Behavior In U.S. Prisons and Abroad”
**Art Heitzer**—“Does the US Government REALLY Oppose Terrorism?”

1:30-2:20: **Robert Ashmore**—“Middle East Conflicts: The Moral Issues”

1:30-2:50: **Sharon Chubbuck**—“Social Justice: What the Heck is it, How Do We Get it, and What does it have to do with Schools?”
**Mark Peters**—“Is the Church Afraid of Her Own Social Teaching?”

3-3:50: **Mary Ann Ihm and Wellspring**—“Food: A Tool for Justice”
**Marquette Midnight Run**—“Engaging the Poor in Our Neighborhood”

3-4:20: **MacCanon Brown**—“Repairing the Breach”

4:30-5:20: **Chuck Baynton**—“So Who DOES Have the Right to Possess Nuclear Weapons?”
**Marquette Watumishi**—“Living and Dying With AIDS”

4:30-5:50: **Barrett McCormick and Neal Styka**—“The Situation in Darfur,” and “Divestment and Darfur”

6: Songs, Stories and Supper with **Ralph Bronner**

Sunday, October 1

12-12:50: **Andrew DeFranza**—“Homelessness, Community and Justice”
**Gerry Fischer**—“The SOA as an issue for Jesuit Institutions”

12-1:20: **Heather Dummer-Combs**—“Creating a Milwaukee Housing Trust Fund”

1:30-2:20: **Amelia Zurcher**—“A Revitalized Feminism: Ideas and Action”
**Marquette Gay/Straight Alliance**—Ally Training
**Alison Griffith and Pat Kennelly**—“Education and Development in Latin America”

1:30-2:50: **Michael Monahan**—“Violence and Justice: Two Philosophical Perspectives”

3-3:50: **Eric Resch**—“The Economics of Social Responsibility: Building a Company Based On Service to Others”
**Keep Greater Milwaukee Beautiful**—“Creating Sustainable Communities”
**Fair Wisconsin**—“The Role of Wisconsin Students in the Civil Rights Movement of Our Generation”

4: **Bob Connolly**—“Organizing for Power and Justice”